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Welcome aboard, Wayne! Our cover
story in this issue is provided by 
Wayne Hawthorne, a music mixer who 
works a great deal with the broadcast 
side of the equation, and he shares his 
considerable experience by presenting 
ways to enhance drive-in concert and 
streaming audio mixes. His discus-
sion is interesting and most certainly 
timely, given the events of the past 
year or so.

Speaking of timely, our friend José Brusi contributes the results 
of a recent project where he measured the impact of face masks 
on speech intelligibility. As he notes, “though it’s immediately 
obvious that masks deaden sound coming from our mouths, I 
wanted to objectively evaluate the effect.” There’s nothing like 
data to help support – or not – our human observations and 
intuitions.

Michael Lawrence and Jim Yakabuski are back with another 
Viewpoints conversation, expanding their views on the topic of 
PA system “tilt” (spectral response). Specifically, they explore 
some of the reasons why a front of house engineer might prefer 
to mix into a “flatter” or “more tilted” system. Meanwhile, David 
Williams steps up with an overview of the overall landscape of 
sound system optimization tools.

Feeling a little blue? Then don’t miss Becky Pell’s essay on 
gearing up for her return to the road, a.k.a., touring. She brings 
such a positive perspective and optimistic view, nicely tempered 
with perspective gained in the downtime. Also be sure to stop by 
the Back Page, where Ike Zimbel delivers another of his iconic 
“Road Stories” about life in this business long ago – in this case, 
mixing a band in an underground (literally) club in the late 1970s. 

And as always, there’s plenty more. Enjoy the issue.

Keith Clark
Editor In Chief, Live Sound International/ProSoundWeb
kclark@livesoundint.com

From the Editor’s Desk
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On The Cover Wayne Hawthorne, 
owner and operator of Click Track 
Audio in Ottawa, at work on a 
live-to-air broadcast music mix. 
Coverage begins on page 18. 
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Tech Topic

his article began as a discussion
of some of the techniques used
to provide streaming mixes for

a large series of “drive-in” concerts in
August of 2020. Since then, the audio
production world has seen more and more
streaming events take place.

Many mixers who are used to mixing on
large PA systems have now had to adapt
to a different way of thinking and figure

out how to provide streaming audio. What
are LUFS? What is loudness? How do you
control all this without sounding thin and
“squashed”? These are skills that broadcast
music mixers have worked with for years
prior to the pandemic.

This article presents some of the tech-
niques to help front-of-house mixers
change perspective and hopefully upgrade
their streaming mix activities.

INTRODUCTION
With the onset of the pandemic, the live
production industry shut down literally
overnight. Since then, we’ve all learned
that the industry, one that depends on
putting large groups of people together
in rooms and outdoor fields, would not
return to the status quo for a significant
period of time.

Necessity, however, breeds invention
and the concept of a drive-in concert has
spread quickly. As a means to quickly get
back to “something,” the industry adopted
these shows all over North America. The
shows consist of artists performing on a
normal performance stage; however, the
ubiquitous PA system is usually either used
at lower volume or simply not used at all.
Instead, the performance is “broadcast”
over low-power FM systems to the car
radios of the on-site attendees.

Exploring a key aspect in enhancing
drive-in-concert and streaming
audio mixes. by Wayne Hawthorne, P. Eng.

T
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The author at work on a live-to-air broadcast music mix.
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With the growth of these shows during
the summer and the huge increase of
“live-to-web” streaming performances in
general, more and more FOH mixers find
themselves in a spot that they may not be
used to – being a broadcast music mixer.

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES,
DIFFERENT TOOLS
Mixing for broadcast isn’t really that
different than mixing with a PA, right?
Well… not quite. There are indeed differ-
ences due to change of perspective.

FOH mixers generally have practical
implications to contend with – the size of
the PA, how it’s flown (or not), coverage,
tuning, regional sound level restrictions,
etc. Some of these issues are dealt with
when the PA is designed while others are
handled as the mix is built and continually
tweaked during sound check and the show.

Since the environment that the system
resides in becomes part of its response,
that environment, whether it be outdoors
or a room, influences the mix. As a result,
the mixer may not add all elements coming
from stage to the PA mix and definitely
not at the same level as would be for a
broadcast. In addition, the audience, being
present in the space, is able to physically
experience the performance, which allows
them to buy into what the mixer is doing
to match the sound to the experience.

In a broadcast mix, the perspective is
a little different. As with an FOH mix,
broadcast music mixers have to decide
how and what elements of the onstage
instrumentation are critical for the mix.
They also, however, have to ensure the
mix satisfies the visuals that are pre-
sented to the audience, in which case the
music mixer needs to handle one strange
aspect: the sound needs to “look” right
and it needs to satisfy the audience’s
expectations of what they would hear
if they were in the space in which the
performance is occurring.

This means that those mixing for
streaming and drive-in shows have to be
aware of how the mix works in a context
that FOH mixers normally don’t need
to concern themselves with. Panning
of instruments in the performance, for
example, becomes more important as the

audio needs to be in full agreement with
the elements seen on screen.

As well, mixers also must “manufac-
ture spaces.” For example, in a standard
stage show, It’s common for mixers to add
various reverb and delay effects to vocals
during the song and remove them during
stage banter in between. On a stream,
however, this feels odd or unnatural. The
performer is in the same room as during
the song – how come their voice doesn’t
sound like it?

When the voice goes from saturated
reverb to fully dry, the effect becomes
apparent and subsequently distracting.
A little judicious reverb (obviously way
less than that used in the song!) helps
preserve the “space” that the viewer is
seeing the performer in. The addition of
a little “sauce” helps ensure the sound
matches the look. Please note the usage
of the word “judicious” – I’m not in the
least suggesting that each element swim
in manufactured reverberation; however,
it’s important that this consideration
be given different consideration from a
broadcast perspective.

LOUD-LOUDY-LOUDNESS!
Another angle that broadcast music mixers
may be more used to than FOH mixers
is the concept of loudness and loudness

metering. This is a big topic that needs
some exploration before we look at how it
can improve drive-in and streaming mixes.

Typically, most mixers are accustomed
to using the standard meters available
on their console. Whether they’re the
LED-segment PPM (peak program-me-
ters) on digital desks or analog VI (vol-
ume indicator meters, often improperly
referred to as a “VU” meter), we’re used
to looking at these meters to gauge what
our audio is doing.

In broadcast, due to regulations
designed to help ensure commercials are
no louder than the program components
they accompany, music mixers routinely
use loudness metering. This brings a com-
pletely different perspective than that
used with standard PPM or VI metering.

WHAT’S IN A METER?
What information does a loudness meter
provide that a PPM or VI doesn’t? Both
VI and PPM are essentially calibrated
voltmeters. They measure the electronic
level of the signal with various different
integration times to affect the way the
meter ballistics respond to signal peaks.

Loudness, however, describes subjec-
tive human perception of a sound. You
can have two songs that meter the same
on a VI meter but have dramatically

A Waves MaxxBCL (above) can be used for bass enhancement, compression and level
maximization, while version 6.2 of the SSL Native Bus Compressor now also provides
wet/dry mix control and side-chain high-pass filtering.
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different perceived loudness. We’ve all
experienced this when watching TV back
in the day and being startled when the
commercial break comes in screaming
loud compared to the relative level of the
program we were watching.

In fact, this is why broadcast music
mixers have experience with loudness.
With the 2012 introduction of the Com-
mercial Advertisement Loudness Mitiga-
tion Act (a.k.a., the CALM Act) in the U.S.
and the Broadcasting Regulatory Policy
CRTC2011-584 issued by the CRTC in
Canada, no commercial content is sup-
posed be louder in than the program
material it accompanies. This means
that broadcast materials and commer-
cials must not exceed a specific loudness
to avoid the jumping levels issue.

Loudness is so important to streaming
that all streaming services such as Spo-
tify, Apple Music, YouTube, and Facebook
have implemented requirements. Read
that this way: If you don’t pay attention
to loudness, they will do it for you. As a
mixer, you do not want to do that!

99 LUFS BALLOONS… OR IS IT
LKFS BALLOONS?
In broadcast environments like TV, the
loudness limits are -24 LUFS +/- 2 LU.
LUFS stands for “Loudness Unit Full
Scale” while an “LU” is a “Loudness
Unit.” Many may have also heard of
“LKFS,” which stands for “Loudness,
K-Weighted, Full Scale.” But what are
they and why are they important to this
discussion?

These two quantities essentially refer
to the same idea: that perceived loud-
ness can be approximately quantified
measured based on open standards
(ITU 85.1770 to be specific), but they’re
essentially the same thing. In addition
to time-domain signal integration, loud-
ness meters apply frequency-domain
weighting (a combination of a low shelf
and a high pass) to attempt to approxi-
mate the tonal perception of the human
hearing mechanism at moderate listen-
ing levels. This allows an absolute mea-
surement so that we can all talk about
loudness using the same references and
terminology.

Once television got on board, it wasn’t
long before these concepts were used to
tame the so-called “loudness wars.” In
an effort to make iTunes Radio sound
consistent, Apple started adding the
“soundcheck” feature in October 2013 to
help ensure that songs would be turned
down by an algorithm if they were sub-
mitted louder than the allowable limit.
Now all the streaming services include
some form of loudness normalization,
for example:

Apple Music: -16 LUFS
YouTube: -13 LUFS
Tidal: -14 LUFS
Spotify: -14 LUFS

Why are there such differences between
the TV broadcast levels (-24 LUFS) versus

streaming levels? Early on, streaming ser-
vices did use the TV loudness levels but
identified multiple issues. First, stream-
ing devices tend to be used in environ-
ments where there’s significant ambient
noise, such as on a subway or walking
down a city street. In addition, the size
of these devices prevented manufacturers
from adding amplifiers large enough to
provide clean volume swings necessary to
increase the listening level above these
noise sources.

To avoid these issues, louder levels were
adopted for the streaming market.

Having said all that, when we come back
to music mixing for streaming and drive-in
concerts, a key issue becomes apparent:
the mix must be loud enough to sound
“right” over a stream but not so loud that
the streaming service will turn it down for

Two screenshots of the author’s loudness meter, one (at top) showing a mix being output
at broadcast level (-24 LUFS) and the other (below) showing a mix output at streaming
level (-16 LUFS).
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you. We never want the streaming services
to do the work for us – their algorithms do
this work in a very non-musical manner
and most mixers prefer to keep this con-
trol in their hands. So how do we achieve
proper loudness for our streams?

HOP ON THE BUS… THE 2-BUS!
The key to making this all work is a simple
bus compressor and a loudness meter.
One of the more popular hardware units
available is the TC Electronic Clarity M,
which I use for all my broadcasts. TC Elec-
tronic has literally written the book on
loudness and the practical application of
loudness theory to broadcast environ-
ments. That said, there are many effective
software loudness meters available, such
as those provided by HOFA and Waves.

Build the broadcast mix as you would
normally, of course paying attention to
the basics such as proper gain staging,
bus structure and compression at the
various places in the mix. While doing
this, also make sure there’s a fairly trans-
parent bus compressor inserted on the
final output bus. For hardware mixes, I
use the tried-and-true Waves MAXXBCL,
but in software, I lean toward the SSL
Native Bus Compressor plugin.

As the mix evolves, one may want to
ensure the vocal is “a little” forward to
make sure it doesn’t get lost. Bring up
the threshold to make sure it’s hitting
the compressor so that the dynamic range
isn’t as wide as it would normally be in
a standard concert PA mix. Since many
of the streaming specifications call for
+/- 2 LU, you’ll notice the need to com-
press fairly hard to achieve this. Use the
make up gain to keep the level close to the
target loudness indicated on the meter.

The meter has various readouts, but
using the “short term” setting, which
employs a rolling average across the previ-
ous 10 seconds, provides a real good feel
for how the audio is behaving across the
stream.  The “program loudness” or “inte-
grated” feature does the same across the
entire length of time between the user’s
request to start and stop the analysis.  If
using a software loudness meter like the
HOFA meter, ensure the scale is based on
LUFS -18 LU.

The goal is a mix that sounds con-
sistent between the high dynamic pas-
sages and the low dynamic passages.
The compression used here isn’t for
effect; you’re not looking for any attack/
release “pumping” of the compressor.
The desired effect is purely level and
dynamic control. The signal should play
nicely within the limits of the available
dynamic range.

It takes some practice to find the
“sweet spot” without over compressing
while still hitting the target level, but
once that spot is found, you’ll notice
the mixes will sound nicely loud enough
over the stream while being well behaved
enough that the services aren’t affect-
ing it – all while still being musical and
compelling.

Monitor through nearfield loud-
speakers as well as headphones to check
what the low end is doing and how the
audience will perceive the mix. As well,
don’t forget to check mono compatibility!
Never assume the audience will all have
properly wired headphones and loud-
speakers connected to their I-devices,
Androids and YouTube computers.

At one recent large multi-day drive-in
festival, these principles helped in pro-
viding the mixes for both streaming to
the web as well as for the on-site FM
broadcast. In this case, separate output
buses were used to feed the FM broadcast
a level of -24 LUFS while the streaming
output was bumped up to -14 LUFS. The
two simultaneous broadcasts were full
sounding while all vocals and spoken
content was clear and intelligible as one
would expect.

Now that many of us are taking on new
roles, the hope is that applying these tech-
niques may help in avoiding some of the
pitfalls this new paradigm presents. LSI

Wayne Hawthorne is the owner and oper-
ator of Click Track Audio (clicktrackaudio.
ca), a mobile production company based in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada that specializes
in high-track count remote recording, live-
to-air broadcasts and music mixing. With
Click Track, he’s been music mixer on many
national television and radio broadcasts. He
also works with the next generation of audio
professionals as a professor in Algonquin
College’s Music Industry Arts program.

“The goal is a mix that sounds consistent between the high dynamic passages and the
low dynamic passages. The desired effect is purely level and dynamic control. The signal
should play nicely within the limits of the available dynamic range.”




